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Abstract—The k-shell decomposition plays an important role in
unveiling the structural properties of a network. However, there
arises concern about the robustness of the k-shell structure when
networks suffer from adversarial attacks. Here, we introduce and
formalize the problem of k-shell attack and develop an efficient
strategy to attack the k-shell structure by rewiring a small
number of links. In particular, we propose a Simulated Annealing
(SA) based k-shell attack method and testify it on five real-world
networks. The extensive experiments validate that the k-shell
structure of a network is robust under random perturbation,
but it is quite vulnerable under adversarial attack. Therefore, it
could be an interesting topic to improve the robustness of various
network properties against adversarial attack in the future.

Index Terms—Social network, k-shell decomposition, adver-
sarial attack, simulated annealing, structural feature, random
perturbation.

I. INTRODUCTION

NETWORKS or graphs can well represent various com-
plex systems in our daily life [1], such as social net-

works [2], biological networks [3], power networks [4], and
time-series networks [5]. Network science has been a very
active field nowadays, due to its highly interdisciplinary at-
tributes, and most of the tasks in this domain are related to
network structure, such as node classification [6], network
reconstruction [7], recommendation system [8]. Considering
the simplicity and broad applicability, k-shell decomposition,
which aims to find the largest subgraph of a network by
recursively removing the nodes with degree less than k, i.e.,
each node has k neighbors in the remaining graph at least [9],
has become one of the most widely used methods to describe
network structure. For instance, Altaf et al. [10] proposed
a procedure to predict the feature of functional-unknown
proteins based upon k-shell. Gaertler et al. [11] found k-shell
is useful in examining the Autonomous System (AS) Graph.
Many researchers have proposed a number of methods [12]–
[17] based on k-shell decomposition to identify the key nodes
in a network or to measure the influence of users in online
social networks. Miorandi et al. [18] extended the k-shell
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Fig. 1. Node 3 is from 1-shell to 2-shell after rewiring two links, i.e., changing
e13 and e46 to e14 and e36.

decomposition method to determine the impact of nodes on
spreading epidemics in dynamic complex networks.

With the rapid development of k-shell applications in vari-
ous fields, it would be an interesting question to ask: how ro-
bust the graph k-shell structure is under various perturbations?
Indeed, Kitsak et al. [19] found that k-shell decomposition
is robust under random deletions of even up to 50% of the
links. However, there is still a lack of study on the robustness
of the k-shell structure under adversarial attack or purpose
perturbation. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1, originally
node 3 belongs to 1-shell; after rewiring two links [20], it
turns to be 2-shell immediately. From a realistic point of
view, in a credit scoring system, fraudsters can establish
fake connections with several high-credit customers to evade
the k-shell decomposition to disturb the scoring system; and
spammers can create fake followers easily to improve their
centrality online, to increase the chance of fake news being
spread to others. It is thus urgent to investigate the robustness
of graph k-shell structure under various adversarial attacks.

Quite recently, numerous researchers devote themselves into
the study of adversarial attacks on networks. Yu et al. [21]
proposed three heuristic strategies by rewiring to attacked
the RA link prediction method successfully. Chen et al. [22]
proposed a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based Q-Attack to destroy
the network community structure. Xuan et al. [23] disturbed
the degree distribution of networks to test the robustness of
Broido and Clauset (BC) classification for scale-free networks
in terms of statistical measures. Nonetheless, as far as we
know, most of these studies focus on destroying machine learn-
ing algorithms on graphs but rarely concern the robustness of a
particular feature, such as k-shell, which is the basis of network
analysis and graph machine algorithms in fact. We thus argue
that it may be more crucial to investigate the robustness of
particular structural features under adversarial attacks, which
could provide deeper insight to understand the robustness of
network structure from various aspects.

In this paper, we propose the robustness of graph k-shell
structure under adversarial attacks for the first time, and make
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Fig. 2. The overall framework of k-shell attack. The attack process consists of two steps, selecting step and rewiring step. For example, in selecting step, two
links ei j and euv are selected from the original graph through one of SA, HA or RA. In rewiring step, as what is shown, the selected links satisfy Case I
condition, so we first release two links ei j and euv and perform rewiring operation, then the two links become eiv and e ju , obtaining the adversarial graph.
If none of Case I or Case II is satisfied, performing the selecting step again.

the following contributions:
1) We study the adversarial attack on k-shell decomposition

by rewiring links, for the first time.
2) We adopt the Simulated Annealing (SA) optimization

method to select candidate links for rewiring, so as to
realize the effective k-shell attack.

3) We validate that the k-shell structure of real-world net-
works are indeed much more vulnerable to our SA-based
k-shell attack, by comparing with Random rewiring
Attack (RA) and Heuristic rewiring Attack (HA).

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
introduce our methodology, including basic ideas, evaluation
metrics, and our SA-based k-shell attack. In Section III, the
experimental results on five real-world networks are presented
to validate the effectiveness of our attack method. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this part, we will introduce our methods to testify the
robustness of graph k-shell structure. We aims to misguide the
k-shell decomposition by minimizing rewiring links number.

A. Preliminaries and Ideas

Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) without self-
loop [24], where V is the set of nodes and E ⊆ (V × V)
is the set of links, each node vi is assigned an index ki to
represent its k-shell value based on the k-shell decomposition
as a recursively pruning process. Nodes with the same value of
k constitute the k-shell. And all the nodes with their indices not
smaller than k constitute k-core. Each node has its own k-core
and k-shell. The graph under adversarial attack is denoted as
G′ = (V ′,E ′), where V ′ = V and the k-shell of node vi under
adversarial attack is denoted as k ′i .

The whole attack process is illustrated in Fig. 2, where Case
I and Case II are stated as below:
• Case I: If link eiv < E and eju < E , meanwhile, vi and
vj are different from vv and vu , respectively.

• Case II: If link eiu < E and ejv < E , meanwhile, vi and
vj are different from vu and vv , respectively;

Then, the attack is realized by iteratively implementing the
following two steps:

1) Selecting: We select a pair of links, i.e., ei j and euv ,
from the original graph through particular methods, in-
cluding Random, Heuristic and SA-based k-shell attack,
which will be introduced in detail in Section II-C.

2) Rewiring: We first release ei j and euv , and then estab-
lish two new links eiv and eju if Case I is satisfied
but Case II is not; otherwise, establish eiu and ejv if
Case II is satisfied but Case I is not. Note that we can
randomly choose one rewiring pattern if both cases are
satisfied, and skip this round of rewiring if both cases
are not satisfied.

Note that our rewiring will not change the degree of nodes,
making the attacks imperceptible to certain extent [25], [26].

B. Evaluation Metrics
We use the Attack Success Rate (ASR), Link Change Rate

(LCR), and Link Per Node (LPN) to measure the effectiveness
of various attacks.
• ASR: If the k-shell of node vi is successfully changed

after the attack, i.e., ki , k ′i , we set ri = 1, otherwise
ri = 0, then ASR is defined as:

ASR =
∑

vi ∈V ri
|V |

, (1)

where |V | denotes the total number of nodes in G. The
larger the ASR is, the more successful the attack is.

• LCR: If the link ei j is changed after the attack, we set
ψi j = 1, otherwise ψi j = 0. then LCR is defined as:

LCR =

∑
ei j ∈E ψi j

|E |
, (2)

where |E | denotes the total number of links in G. LCR
denotes the budget of attack, the smaller of which, the
less noticeable of the attack method.

• LPN: In most cases, it would be interesting to ask that
how many links do we need to change to successfully
attack a node on average. We thus define LPN as follows:

LPN =

∑
ei j ∈E ψi j∑
vi ∈V ri

. (3)

Similarly, the smaller of LPN, the higher effectiveness of
the attack method.
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C. SA-based k-shell Attack

Simulated Annealing (SA) is an optimization method, which
has been used in many research areas [27]. Our SA-based k-
shell attack is constituted of attacking iteration and annealing
iteration, where the latter is nested within the former.

Attacking: Total number of attack rounds is denoted as N .
In the attacking iteration at round n, we put the adversarial
graph G′

n−1 into annealing iteration (simply set G′0 = G) and
get G′n as the output. The above attacking process will continue
N times, and output the final adversarial graph Gout = G′N .

Annealing: The initial and terminate temperature of the
annealing are set to T and Tm, respectively. Tτ represents the
temperature of the system in the annealing iteration at round
τ, with T0 = T . At round τ, the current temperature Tτ is
updated to:

Tτ =
Tτ−1
τ

. (4)

In order to restrain random error and improve the search
efficiency, we set up a search cycle in each annealing round.
Through a large number of experiments, we verify that setting
the search cycle number to 10 can strike a balance between
attack effect and time consumption.

We then randomly select a pair of links satisfying Case I
or Case II, as introduced in Section II-A, and rewire them on
G′

n−1 to get an adversarial graph denoted as Ga. After that,
we can calculate ASR′ based on Ga at this round by Eq. (1).
Note that, here we simply set ASR as the attack success rate of
G′

n−1. If ASR′ > ASR, this rewiring operation will be accepted
and recorded directly; otherwise, it will be accepted with the
probability:

pτ = e−|ASR′−ASR |/Tτ . (5)

This process will not be terminated until Tτ ≤ Tm and trigger
the next round of attacking.

The pseudo code of SA is shown in Algorithm 1. The
time complexity is O(T/TmN). The sapace complexity is
O(|E |). AttackSuccessRate(·) is the function of calculation
the attack success rate by Eq. (1). RandomSelectlinks(·) rep-
resents randomly select a pair of links. ConstraintJudege(·)
determines whether the selected links satisfy Case I or Case
II, as introduced in Section II-A. AttackGraph(·) represents
an attack on the current graph through rewiring the selected
links. The attack rounds N , the initial temperature T and the
terminate temperature Tm are hyperparameter. The influence
of hyperparameter on attack effect is beyond the scope of
this paper. So, in the Section III-B, we determine the values
of these hyperparameters through a large number of repeated
experiments.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we compare our SA-based k-shell attack with
Random rewiring Attack (RA) and Heuristic rewiring Attack
(HA), where RA refers to selecting links completely at random
and HA refers to purposefully selecting two links that one is
linked with nodes of high k-shell and the other is linked with
nodes of low k-shell. We will realize the attacks based on the
two-step rewiring mechanism introduced in Section II-A and
testify them on five different real-world networks.

Algorithm 1: SA-based k-shell Attack
Input: the original graph G, the attack rounds N , the

initial temperature T , the terminate temperature
Tm.

Output: the Attacked Graph Gout .
1 G′0, n = G, 0;
2 while n < N do
3 n + +;
4 τ, T0, G′n = 0, T, G′

n−1;
5 ASR←AttackSuccessRate

(
G′

n−1
)
;

6 while Tτ > Tm do
7 τ + +;
8 Tτ =

Tτ−1
τ ;

9 for i = 1 to 10 do
10 Links←RandomSelectlinks

(
G′

n−1
)
;

11 f lag ← ConstraintJudge(Links);
12 while flag == False do
13 Links←RandomSelectlinks

(
G′

n−1
)
;

14 f lag ← ConstraintJudge(Links);

15 Ga ←AttackGraph
(
G′

n−1, Links
)
;

16 ASR′←AttackSuccessRate(Ga);
17 pτ = e−|ASR

′−ASR |/Tτ ;
18 if ASR′ > ASR or random(0,1) < pτ then
19 G′n = Ga;
20 ASR = ASR′;

21 Gout = G′N ;
22 return Gout ;

A. Datasets

The five real-world networks are briefly introduced in the
following, with their basic properties presented in Table I.

• Karate: It is a social network, which describes the
interactions among the members in a university karate
recorded by Zachary [28].

• Dolphin: It is a social network that describes the fre-
quent associations between bottlenose dolphins living off
Doubtful Sound, New Zealand [29].

• Thrones: It is a network of characters in an American
fantasy drama television series, Game of Thrones [30].

• Netscience: It is a co-authorship network of scientists
whose research centers on the properties of networks of
one kind or another [31].

• Facebook: It is a online social network of students at the
University of California, Irvine, which includes the users
that sent or received at least one message [32].

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF FIVE REAL-WORLD NETWORKS

Dataset #Nodes #Links Maximum k-shell

Karate 34 78 4
Dolphin 62 159 4
Thrones 107 352 7

Netscience 379 914 8
Facebook 1266 6451 11
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Fig. 3. The relationship between ASR and LCR and that between LPN and LCR on the five real-world networks by different attack methods.

TABLE II
HYPERPARAMETERS ON FIVE DATASETS

Dataset N T (×10−3) Tm(×10−3)

Karate 50 850 1
Dolphin 100 760 1
Thrones 150 160 1

Netscience 500 420 1
Facebook 2500 150 1

B. Results and Analysis

Next, we focus on ASR and LPN as the functions of LCR
on the five networks, as shown in Fig. 3, based on which we
can get the following results. The values of hyperparameters
of the SA method, which are determined through experiments,
are presented in Table II.

Firstly, indeed, the k-shell structure of real-world networks
are much more vulnerable to adversarial attacks, compared
with RA. As indicated by Kitsak et al. [19], k-shell decom-
position is quite robust under random perturbation, e.g., in
Dolphin network, less than 10% nodes change their k-shell
values even when 50% links are changed. However, it is not
the case under adversarial attack, i.e., in this same network,
more than 40% nodes change their k-shell values when only
10% links are changed based on SA-based k-shell attack. In
general, SA-based k-shell attack is much more successful to
destroy the k-shell structure of real-world networks than RA,
while HA falls in between the two.

Secondly, SA-based k-shell attack is also much more ef-
fective than RA and HA. To successfully change the k-shell
value of a node, only less than one link is needed to change
in most cases, even when to realize the large-scale attack
(corresponding to large LCR). But for RA, it may need to
change more than four links to successfully attack one node
in Dolphin network. Again, HA falls in between the two.
Surprisingly, HA behaves quite well on attacking Facebook
network, with relatively high ASR but low LPN. We found
that, compared with the other four networks, a larger fraction
of nodes in Facebook network have extremely large or small
k-shell values, i.e., 18% of nodes have 11-shell and 19% of

1-shell 2-shell 3-shell 4-shell(a) Original Graph (b) LCR = 0.051 (c) LCR = 0.205

1-shell 2-shell 3-shell 4-shell
original link added link removed link

Fig. 4. (a) the original graph. (b) and (c) represent the adversarial graphs
obtained by SA-based k-shell attack under LCR=0.051 and LCR=0.205,
respectively, on Karate network.

nodes have 1-shell. Since HA tends to decrease those high k-
shell values but increase those low ones, it matches Facebook
network quite well and thus can efficiently disturb the k-shell
values of the nodes in this network.

As a case study, we visualize the rewired links on Karate
network under the SA-based k-shell attack with different LCR,
as shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that k-shell attack is a typical
combination optimization problem, i.e., different LCR values
correspond to different groups of rewiring links. For instance,
link e26,34 is added to the original graph when LCR = 0.05
while it is not when LCR = 0.205. Meanwhile, we find that the
k-shell of node v26 changes from 3 to 2 as the LCR changes
from 0.051 to 0.205, while none of the links connected to it
change in this process. This phenomenon suggests that we can
change the k-shell value of a target node without changing the
links connected to it, making the attack quite imperceptible.

We have added an experiment of randomly deleting edges of
the graph. AS shown in Fig. 5, when LCR>0.25. The method
of randomly deleting edges can obtain a better attack effect
than the SA method, such as Fig. 5(a). But it is obvious that
random deletion edges greatly change the degree distribution.
AS shown in Fig. 5(b), random deletion edges also will greatly
destroy the average excess average degree(AEAD), which is
defined as averaging the excess average degree [33] of the
network.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of randomly deleted edges and SA-based attack on
the Netscience dataset. Gray and blue marks are the results of randomly
deleted edges and SA, respectively. Average Excess Average Degree(AEAD)
is defined as averaging the excess average degree of a node, which reflects
the degree distribution of a network.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the robustness of k-shell struc-
ture under adversarial attacks for the first time, and has demon-
strated that k-shell decomposition is vulnerable to adversarial
attacks. That is, a large fraction of nodes in a network will
change their k-shell values by only rewiring a relatively small
ratio of links, using our SA-based k-shell attack method. This
phenomenon is quite different from the finding of Kitsak et
al. [19] that k-shell decomposition is robust under random
deletions of even up to 50% of the links.

Three directions appear of interest. In the first one, we note
that here we only focus on changing the k-shell values of as
many nodes as possible. But in reality, it may be more crucial
to increase or decrease the k-shell values of a small number of
target nodes more efficiently. In the second one, we proposed
the SA-based attack method is rather time-consuming on a
large-scale dataset, so the k-shell attack on a large-scale dataset
is one of our future work directions. In the third one, we will
study the robustness of the other node importance index of
graph metrics under adversarial attacks.
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